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About This Game

Experience the exciting day-to-day life of an US Police Officer in Criminal Pursuit Force. Being an honest Police Cop your job
is to arrest criminals, investigate crime scenes, or hunt down bank robbers in this open world game. While on city patrol duty

you have to record traffic accidents, search for stolen vehicles and engage in action-packed highway car chases. So! Get behind
the wheel of high tech police vehicles equipped with latest gadgets as well as functional cockpits and use the in-car-computer to

identify wanted suspects and stolen vehicles.
As an undercover cop you have to detect suspicious behaviors and prevent criminal operations. Stop and check citizens or cars
to enforce the law. Pay attention to fugitive suspects and chase them on foot or by car with lights flashing and sirens blaring.

Use authentic law enforcement equipment like tasers, radios and handcuffs to protect your city.
So! Get ready to Race into an action-packed story of pursuit and betrayal. Take on jobs and compete in police car chase races to

prove yourself as you infiltrate and take down an international crime syndicate.

Key Features:
 Play as an experienced day-to-day life U.S. Police Officer.

Experience nonstop action of hot pursuit, race, battle, and crash. Explore the city at your own pace with a massive variety of
things to do like; collecting rewards, taking down raid points throughout the open world.

Show your car driving skills. Pick a car jump into a nonstop playlist of competitive events in this open world game. Mark your
target and get to it as fast as you can. Show the world some insane speeds, spectacular crashes, aggressive driving and huge

drifts.
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Prove you’re the best police cop. Take down suspects with a variety of cop weapons like spike strips and call in extra support
including road blocks as the chase intensifies. Beware! As Racers have a range of evasion equipment at their disposal to

outsmart the cops including jammers that block cop communications and jam their weapons.
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Title: Criminal Pursuit Force
Genre: Action
Developer:
Bleeding Edge Studio
Publisher:
Bleeding Edge Studio
Release Date: 7 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista (Service Pack 2 and all available windows updates) 32-bit

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core (Core 2 Duo 2.4 GHZ or Althon X2 2.7 GHz)

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 10.0 compatible with 1 GB RAM (NVIDIA GEFORCE 8, 9, 200, 300, 400 OR 500 series with NVIDIA
GEFORCE 8800 GT or higher performance)

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 20 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

English
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TLDR

A very playable and somewhat unique game that blends minor strategy, tactics and satisfying top-down arcade action in an
attractive package.

The Review

This was one of those rare moments when I randomly noticed something in the Steam store page rotation that leads me to try
something on release day. I figured at $5, it would be hard to go wrong. Turns out it was worth every dollar and more, given that
it provided a very enjoyable ten hours to finish the campaign on normal.

The game places you in command of the eponymous Battlecruiser, a sole survivor of a destroyed colony against an invading
force. You are presented with a sector map across which you must navigate and harass the enemy in order to reduce their
resources and ultimately attack their base. Each turn, you can choose to attack a target or may instead be forced to defend
against an enemy fleet, which moves the game to a top-down view of the action for the duration of the mission. There are a
number of different mission types which provide enough variety to keep the game interesting until the final battle. Most of these
essentially play out like a more complex Starcontrol 2, but you are always captaining the Dreadnought...

In an interesting reversal of roles for this type of game, rather than being the nimble fighter against capital ships, you are often
the largest craft in the field and are beset by swarms of smaller fighters and corvettes. Given that the Battlecruiser is incredibly 
slow and cumbersome, you are forced to use tactics and deploy your weapons and resources intelligently to survive and triumph.
Some weapons have limited ammunition and some are on a cooldown timer, so using your attacks effectively and knowing when to
use each ability is key. One of the most interesting abilities is the deflector shield, which only creates an approximately 180 degree
hemisphere that blocks damage, but can be rotated to cover attack from different angles. Mastering how and when to use this is one
of the critical skills for success. Despite describing itself as an \u201carcade game\u201d, it definitely rewards careful
manoeuvring, timing and discretion more than it rewards reflexes.

Salvage and components that you find on the battlefield can be used for in-the-field repairs and to upgrade your weapons and
systems between turns. There are a number of different weapons on offer and they are not always straightforward upgrades. Each
have their own strengths and weaknesses and lend themselves to different opponents and missions. The weapons are mounted on
light, medium and heavy mounts which all track at different rates and often have different aiming points, meaning its rarely just a
case of \u201cpoint and shoot\u201d.

The presentation is usually quite attractive and servicable at worst, with colourful weapons fire, flashy explosions and clearly
distinguishable craft designs. The music plays continuously during battle and responds in a limited fashion to the action, switching
to frenzied techno in the heat of battle.

The game is played with keyboard and mouse and although you can't rebind the controls, they are generally reasonable. It is
sometimes very taxing to try and steer the Battlecruiser, rotate the shields and aim the turrets and torpedos at the same time and it
feels like it would be easier with a gamepad at times. The game is stable and during my play time, I only encountered one crash and
a small number of minor bugs (v1.0). EDIT: The developer has now addressed all the issues I encountered as of patch v1.15.

I am sure I will replay the game again at a higher difficulty in the future. EDIT: Now finished on Epic, fun from start to end.. As
others have mentioned, this is a well executed but very short game. The sound and graphics are top notch, mechanics are spot on
(even the throwing mechanic, which is not usually quite this good!) and it runs smooth and bug free. The big downside: The whole
thing is over after two levels, maybe 10 minutes top. That being said, you can play those two levels over and over – I’ve put in 1.5
hours, and it’s still a lot of fun to boot this up quick, and blast a few robots now and again. I’d recommend picking it up on sale
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though… it appears to have left early access, and I don’t see many recent updates from the developer, so it’s probably not going to
be further developed. Thumbs: UP!. I have no issue witrrh one button gameplay.
I do take issue with games that waste my time by forcing me to sit through an instructional cutscene every time I die or fail.
Annoying and not worth it.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/7Wexc9DWw9w. The game is rather frustrating since it does not explain its mechanics. This would be fine,
if this was intended as a casual time-wasting clicker. And the game does give this impression. However, one of the three tutorial
levels is on achieving a high-score. Apparently, the devs intended the game to have a strategy element. Also fine. But, please, do
explain the whole mechanics! At the start of each level a number of stats are given for the bacteria. What do they mean? How is
the strength of the bacteria each turn determined? And what is it important for? Questions, over questions, over questions.

And what is with the 5 turns limit per level? Give unlimited turns and award stars for finishing withing certain amount of turns,
if you like that. Or introduce difficulty levels that control the amount of turns available. And giving stars just for score?
Honestly, I do not understand why the others so much like this game. It is a strategic nightmare.

Well, maybe I approached the game with the wrong expectations.. now i know how most fan games can be but there are times
where that one game like this has potential and it can be really something as well even though it is not done yet or a full game
wich it would be a shame to see a masterpiece like this one go to waist and to stay as it is but this is a rare gem game that could
be cuz i can't remebr the last time i felt the dread i was feeling when i played this game and regardless if your part of the
fandom or not or even agence it i dont really care But i am telling you this as a Gamer who injoys a good Mother loveing horrer
game just like the good old days befor most of the gameing company burned the bridge on good horrer gen and became sellouts
and that was a big lost for us i know it hurts just keep this in mine as A ''GAMER'' who love a good but true spooky scary game
other than that give it a try with a opend minde and kindely support both the team and the game thank you.. This game is fun,
does need quite a lot of thought.

The levels vary in difficulty, in a random order and are very colourful.

I do recommend.
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pretty fun.. umm doesnt load past 56 % cant even play.. dont bother. This game is extremely fun and I would definitely
recommend it if you have some friends to play with. However, this is the first VR game to make me extremely motion sick. I've
played a lot of hours in echo arena and never got sick and I'm not usually prone to motion sickness. So be careful!. good horror
game
but have a litle bug. This game is that crappyy, that it actually is nice to play and also you can make 5th level badge for 1.50$.
Conclusion, don't buy unless you want to meme.. A unique, mathematics based tactical and strategical roguelike where every
battle and choice matters and several layers of math puzzles have to be solved at every point in the game. Will get your brain
churning in a way no other roguelike will. 5 races and a huge amount of weapon variety await - if you can keep your brain in
gear and make it further than your last run.. Well it's played by Ron Perlman, doesn't wear a suit, has a sick shotgun, boring perk
deck, slow but cool-ish chain whip and a awesome rust mask, 6\/10
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